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Prologue
The report Gutenberg 3.2 presents a continuation of the versions 3.0 and 3.1 [2-4] published mainly
for the German book and ebook market.
In 2011 and 2012 Internet piracy is an ongoing issue for the content industry (music, movies,
books …) as well as for the international policy and last but not least for the Internet users. We will
demonstrate how the illegal distribution of ebooks has developed in the last 1-2 years. Our
estimations and conclusions are based on empirical data, derived from our daily business. It is (for us)
not possible to reveal every aspect of the problem in general, but we can and will show some
examples, how the (illegal) distribution and consumption of ebooks are evolving in this time.

General Trends
In the report [3] we have given number of the traffic (usage) of one of the largest German sites that
distributes ebooks together with other content formats. The following screenshot shows the views of
one thread of the community www.b***.bz which offers many thousands ebooks in German
language. The ebook files are not stored at the servers of the community but on so called one click
hoster (OCH) which offer file storage for free. Most of the links of the example below lead to the OCH
uploaded.to.
Screenshot of b***.bz (threads with ebook offers), Jan. 2011

The main thread on the top has had at that time about 1 million views (from Oct. 2008 until Jan.
2011). This number can be compared with the same thread about 1.5 years later:
Screenshot of b***.bz (threads with ebook offers), Sep. 2012

In the last 1.5 years this thread has about 2.2 million new hits. The speed of growth has increased
dramatically, compared to 2011. This demonstrates the growing interest of the users to get ebooks
free of charge. It is worth to be mentioned, that the whole community b***.bz now has more than
2 million registered (German speaking) users. It is among the top 100 (pos. 91, worldwide pos. 1.500)
leading sites in Germany (by traffic rank [5]). One can estimate the amount of ebooks distributed by

this single thread: The ebooks are organized in packages of approximately 15 ebooks per single OCH
download link. The 2.2 million hits in the last 1.5 years correspond to about 10-30 million ebooks
distributed in the time of 1.5 years. This number exceeds the amount of ebooks which have been sold
in Germany by a multiple. In 2011 about 4.7 million ebooks have been sold in Germany [6]. The fact,
that a single thread of one community distributes at least twice as much ebooks illegally than the
German ebook market overall, shows the malady of the regular market in Germany.
The problem of ebook piracy is not a problem of Germany only. The search for ebooks in the world is
increasing.
Google trends of searches for “ebooks” from Jan. 2009 until Aug. 2012 (Germany)

Besides the growth of the search for certain keywords (ebooks) Google also offers the information of
the search terms, the context, where these keywords appear.
Related keywords for “ebooks”, Google trends (Germany)

One can clearly recognize that most of the search terms do not express the intention to buy ebooks!
Of course, there are legal offers of free ebooks. The Projekt Gutenberg [7] is the world´s largest
collection of ebooks, which copyright has expired. Comparing the traffic rank of the (legal) Projekt
Gutenberg with one major ebook “warez” site offering illegal downloads, one will get the following
picture:

Alexa traffic rank of Gutenberg.org vs. ebo***.org

One can easily see, that the traffic on the illegal (one of many) site ebo***.org is significantly larger
than the traffic on Gutenberg.org. The users searching for free ebooks are mainly searching for
(illegal) copies of modern ebooks.
An interesting question is, how many ebooks (with copyrights) are available and distributed via illegal
channels? Of course, nobody can answer this question exactly – the Internet is too big and very
dynamic. However we could perform a test on a Russian based “library” which collects ebook copies
and exchanges them with other (also illegal) sites. This activity is called “Library Genesis” and it
operates with different URL´s. Downloading their database officially (just the metadata, not the
actual ebooks) we could find the following picture (status June 2012):

Top 20 list of the Library Genesis

All together this site offers 824.000 ebooks (June 2012) in more than 10 languages. Most of the books
belong to well known STM publishers. A recent test has shown, that a site related to the Genesis
library (lib***.info or book***.org) now offers more than a million ebooks including fiction and non
fiction:
Screenshot of one distribution site related to the Library Genesis

Of course, those numbers of single sites are not representative for the whole Internet, but they
determine a lower limit of available ebooks. We estimate that at present the amount of illegal ebook
titles in the Internet is in the region of 3-6 millions. Of course, each title is to be found usually in
several blogs with a few independent mirrors per title or edition.
Finally one can assume that a few million books are available on typical “piracy sites.” Usually the
communities where those books are offered do not host the books, but they offer links to OCH´s
(today there exist at least 300 of them, with new ones coming up every week) where the interested
users can perform the actual download. (In the ebook piracy so called P2P exchange systems (like
bittorrent, edonkey, …) play a minor role. Due to our observations only a tiny fraction (less than 5%)
of ebook copies are distributed via these systems.) The number of users downloading those illegal
book copies is growing, correlated to the sales of reading devices such as Kindle, iPad etc. Estimates
of iPad sales indicate that until now about 20 million devices have been sold [8]. Keeping in mind,
that there exist similar reading devices (Kindle, …) the amount of users which own an ebook reader
will reach the number of 100 million soon. Among students the usage of that kind of ebooks is
spreading, because textbooks are expensive and many students own notebooks. It´s no secret, that
many of those illegally distributed textbooks are via “Copy&Paste” the source for producing
homeworks or even diploma and PhD thesis. Unlike official ebooks usually with a DRM protection,
illegal ebooks make it easy to produce copies of the texts. Together with the “low” price, this makes
those ebooks attractive for students. Reading the posts in certain (not only academic) communities it
seems, that getting university textbooks this way is very common practice, saving time and money. In
certain cases even the professors recommend students to get their material from those piracy sites
for free.
All of this shows that the piracy of books continues growing further. It´s only a question of time, when
the regular sales will become some kind of “rare exception.” Not only for STM publishers!

New forms of ebook piracy
In the report above we have studied aspects of “regular” Internet piracy only. Regular piracy means,
that the communities and their users are anonymous and that the files are not stored on the servers
of the communities, but on OCH´s. People visiting those communities, uploading and downloading
ebooks are mostly aware of the fact, that this activity violates the copyrights (at least the uploads).
Besides this “regular piracy” there exist forms of distributing copyrighted material which are not
obviously related to piracy activities – however, they are.

Scribd.com
Scribd is a regular company which is located in the US. They claim to be “the world´s largest online
library.” Well, with an Alexa traffic rank of about 200 they might indeed be the “YouTube for
documents.” Besides completely legal material, like presentations, articles or other texts, Scribd offers
copies of complete books which are definitely a violation of the copyrights. Our example is Wiley:

Screenshot of “free” Wiley books at Scribd.com

As far as Wiley is officially selling ebooks on Scribd (in the paid section), we have reasons to believe,
that those copies (there are more than 1000 of them) are not authorized by the publisher. Wiley is
just one example. On Scribd you will find complete copies of books of the STM book publishers and
fiction books as well. It is worth to be mentioned, that Scribd allows to read books only when you are
online on their site. Downloading those books requires a paid account. However, there are numerous
hacks, how to rip (download and save) the documents which are “read only” for free. One can
question if the holders of Scribd are aware that their site is one of the world’s biggest piracy sites at
the moment. In any case it shows the limits of legal sales of ebooks in the Internet. Pandora’s box is
open.

“Flat rate shops”
Piracy appears in different forms. One (rather new) form is the so called “flat rate shop.” Here is an
example:
Example of a flat rate shop - online-library.ws

Paying a subscription fee of 39,90$ a month the user gets access to 200.000 ebooks and 20.000
audio books and may download them – it´s a kind of “All you can read” offer. Of course, these books
are not licensed by the copyright holders! At present we have observed more than 100 sites selling
subscriptions to this kind of “library service.”
This new method of piracy works without advertising payments. Following the discussions of illegal
ebook distributions (at amazon, ebay etc.) we are astonished, that none of the content owners has
detected that kind of business model, yet. For users (academic or non academic) this flat fee is very
convenient, because these shops are free of advertisement and there are no download restrictions
(most of the OCH´s do not allow unlimited free downloads for free; of course there are tools like the
highly popular JDownloader to work around these limitations). We assume that most of the users of
this kind of “shops” are not aware of the fact, that these sites are illegal. This way the flat rate shops
might attract people, which in general would avoid using typical “warez” sites.

Ersatzraten – Replacement Rates
“There is no such thing as a free lunch.” Obviously there is! If you can get an expensive book for free
– why should you buy it? The “free book lunch” costs the publishers (and authors and bookshops and
…) money. Sales are replaced by the consumption of free ebooks – Ersatz!
There are only little doubts, that the availability of free alternatives will cause a decrease of sales.
This might not be true for all the authors and all their books – maybe sometimes it is helpful to
distribute books for free as a marketing or promotion tool. If we are speaking about well-known
authors or textbooks required for your academic work, it´s naive to believe that illegal copies will
increase the sales of an ebook. The music industry has lost half of their revenues since 2000 –
because of the piracy! Film industry also knows the problem well. The book publishers will follow
soon. Statistical data already indicate that trend. In Germany the sales of the Top 3 best sellers
dropped in 2011 by 27% (compared to 2010) and the revenues of the top 30 have dropped by 29%
[9]. This is one example of lost sales.
In the following we will give an estimate, how much that might cost.
As the base for our estimates we use the download data provided by scribd.com, the largest site (by
traffic) where one can view and download complete ebooks. As an example we again chose Wiley –
this problem is by far not limited to this particular publisher. Besides the title, Scribd offers the
following information: number of views and the date of the upload. Here is an example of the top
“sellers” of Wiley at scribd.com:
Selected Wiley books at scribd.com on Aug. 4, 2012

The table contains 400 books. Using the search engine of Scribd we could identify more than 1000
titles (as far as the output of the search engine is limited to 500 results we could not identify all
possible title incl. copies, so that the number 1.000 is assumed to be a lower limit). For the
calculation of the lost sales, we are using the following formula:
Lost revenues = number of downloads * price of the book * replacement rate

The only unknown parameter is the replacement rate that defines how many books are downloaded
to replace one actual sale. The music industry assumes a replacement rate of 30%. That seems high in
our opinion. We assume in the calculation a replacement rate of 1%. That means on 100 downloads
one sale is prevented – a relatively tiny number, smaller than the usual rate of losses by shop lifting! If
you assume a smaller replacement rate it wouldn’t make sense to talk about a piracy problem at all.
Based on these input number one will get for this example the following results

This means, that the 1000 ebooks we have assumed as the lower limit of the available books of Wiley
(at scribd.com only) have generated revenue losses of about 1.4 million USD in the time those books
have been online. This number defines the order of magnitude of the piracy problem. Besides of
1.000 books of Wiley in this example, there are at least 20.000 illegal ebook copies available on
different platforms and communities with an unknown number of copies per single book. The
replacement rate of 1% is also a very conservative assumption – next to nothing! Even that small
number generates revenue losses larger than a million. The actual revenue losses can be assumed to
reach multiple millions of Dollars per year and per (STM) publisher.
Removing the illegal uploads from Scribd would stop those losses, at least those generated via
scribd.com. Wiley is one large STM publisher. As one can see on the table of the Library Genesis given
above there are others, facing the same or a similar problem. All together one can assume that the
revenue losses of all publishers caused by illegal copies exceed the billion Dollars per year.
The numbers we have found are in agreement with those of [10] although we have used a different
methodology. The statement of [10] that there are (4/2011) about 1 million links seems very
conservative. As one can see above, one single site offers more than 1.2 million books. There are
more sites than that one! We assume the number of links leading to illegal book copies is 1-2 orders
of magnitude larger – and so is the ebook piracy problem!
At present it seems, that publishers ignore the problems of piracy. It was in our intention to
demonstrate in a clear way the scales of the revenue losses. We have chosen one STM publisher
(Wiley) only as one example of a calculation of revenue losses. The problem does concern nearly all
of those publishers.
Tempus fugit! Each day without measures against the illegal distribution of ebooks will cost the
publishers (and so the authors, book shop owners etc.) more money. It was our attempt to show, how
much it is and how this number can be estimated.
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